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From the Faculty Advisors
Our Vision, Mission & Values
We came into the ’21 – ’22 year ready to shift back to “normal”, and, of course, it’s been anything but. Despite these volatile
circumstances, this year’s fund managers have kept the wheels in motion and continued to grow Big Red Ventures’ reach and
impact.
As of this writing, the team has screened more investment opportunities than we have seen in our time as fund advisors and have
already made two new investments. The team won its Venture Capital Investment Competition regional at Dartmouth and will soon
be on its way to the national competition in Chapel Hill. They have launched a regular interview series with venture investors (see the
fund’s revised website at brventurefund.com for those) and have recruited and engaged a great group of Associates, several of
whom we hope will take the helm next year.
The fund is proud of having two exits this year; one of Concertio, originally known as Datarcs, which was one of tI knhe earliest
Cornell Tech / Jacobs Institute Runway Postdoc spinout companies. The other is Caper, which was sold to Instacart in a stock deal –
keep your eyes out for a hopeful Instacart IPO if the markets reopen later this year or next, which we hope will yield further
proceeds for the fund.
A key step for the fund is growing the number of great seed and early-stage investment opportunities that students can see and
review. We are proud to have received grant funding from the US Economic Development Administration through its Build to Scale
program to support BRV in becoming a nexus for seed and early-stage deal flow in New York State, and to connect venture investors
through the BRV Investor Network. If you know of or are part of a seed- or early-stage investment fund who would be interested in
receiving appropriate investment opportunities from BRV Fund Managers – or in potentially sharing potential investment
opportunities with eager Cornell students – please let us know!
Our aspiration is for Big Red Ventures to be the “tent pole” for venture capital at Cornell. Thank you for your support of BRV and
contributions to achieving that vision.

Yours,
Thatcher Bell ‘97
Faculty Advisor
Tom Schryver ’93 MBA ‘02
David J. BenDaniel Faculty Advisor
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From the Fund Managers
The 2021-2022 academic year was unique as we resumed inperson structure and continued to build upon the foundation
from prior years. This year, the Fund Managers focused on
strengthening BRV’s brand and awareness on campus and
building connections within and outside of the Cornell
community.

This year we had 60+ associate applications and we accepted 23
associates from the Accelerated MBA (AMBA), MPS (Masters of
Professional Studies), Law School, Cornell Tech and 2-year MBA
classes to help complete over 20 in-depth due diligence
evaluations on prospective investments. In total, we reviewed
over 225 investment opportunities.

BRV strengthened our brand and awareness by increasing our
efforts with alumni outreach, broadening outreach to the
venture capital community at large through our VC interview
series, and building relationships with other campus groups.
We continued to bridge the Cornell Tech and Johnson
Graduate School of Management community by selecting 4
fund managers and 3 associates from Cornell Tech.

We are excited about this year’s fund activity as we successfully
completed 2 investments, Recoup Beverage and Element Farms!
The Fund Managers and associates enjoyed the educational
experience of learning the full end-to-end process of sourcing
deals, performing due diligence, and closing. The annual meeting
and annual report are an opportunity for us to share and
highlight the fund’s accomplishments for the 2021-2022
academic year.

In November 2021, we exited our investment in Concertio, an
AI-powered system performance optimization tool which was
acquired by Synopsys. Concetio was founded by Tomer
Morad and is part of the Runway program in the Jacobs
Technion-Cornell Institute of Cornell Tech, NYC.
In October 2021, we exited our investment in Caper, an AIpowered shopping cart utilizing computer vision to enable
grocery shoppers to skip checkout lines, through an
acquisition by Instacart. New York-based startup, Caper, was
founded in 2016 and Big Red Ventures invested in 2018.

BRV continues to be active within the Cornell Entrepreneurship
ecosystem with our annual sponsorship of the BenDaniel
Venture Challenge (BVC). This competition not only encourages
budding start-ups across the Cornell community but also pays
tribute to David BenDaniel, the fund’s first faculty advisor and
champion. Through these business development initiatives, BRV
is supporting the broader technology commercialization and
entrepreneurship ecosystem as well as nurturing future
investable companies at Cornell.
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Fund Managers
CONNIE CHAN
Connie Chan is a 2022 MBA Candidate at Cornell S.C. Johnson Graduate School of Management.
Prior to Johnson, she spent five years in San Francisco where she had a range of experiences
from designing compliance programs for virtual currencies at Linden Lab to improving hotel
sales operations at Hilton. She has also interned at Citi as a Digital Product Manager. She is
passionate about creating and growing consumer-centric products & services while leaving a
sustainable impact. Connie received a B.S. in Financial Mathematics and Statistics from the
University of California, Santa Barbara.

DENIS CHEN
Denis Chen is an MBA Candidate at Cornell S.C. Johnson Graduate School of Management. Prior
to Johnson, he spent five years in Montreal, Canada where he had a range of experiences from
business development, supply chain management and enterprise digitalization. He founded a
startup in the aerospace supply chain management field which was later acquired by FollowPO.
Denis is passionate about the use of data and AI in traditional sectors. Denis received a Bachelor
of Engineering from McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

MATTHEW DUEY
Matthew Duey is a 2022 MBA candidate at Cornell Johnson. Prior to business school, he was a
member of CFGI’s financial due diligence practice, where he focused on the middle-market
healthcare and technology sectors. Matthew started his career in KPMG’s economic services
group providing consulting and valuation advice to Fortune 500 Pharma companies as well as
the CDC, CMS, and NIH. He received his masters in Economics from Lehigh University, a
bachelors in Mathematics from the University of Delaware, and is a CFA Charterholder. He will
be interning with MTS Health Partners during the 2021 summer.

DAITA GOSWAMY
Daita is a 2022 MBA candidate at Johnson. She started out her career as an entrepreneur,
founding her first company in her dorm room at NYU. She went on to work at a dev-shop for
two years where she helped turn ideas into products as well as working on managing an in-house
portfolio of apps. Post graduation, she co founded OneH Technologies, a FinTech platform that
connected startups and investors based on shared strategic and financial interests. She ran this
for 4 years before pursuing her MBA at Cornell. This summer, she will be working at Grab in
Singapore in their Strategic Projects team.
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ANKUR GULATI
Ankur is a 2022 MBA Candidate at Cornell Johnson. He started his career as a Business Analyst
and then transformed into a Growth Marketing role. He first joined HT Media. Subsequently he
worked in sectors across e-commerce, video commerce and travel. Ankur also started his own
company, Valefy, which was in the on-demand parking space. Post that Ankur has acquired an indepth of experience in leading Growth & Product at various startups. The last company, simsim,
where he led Growth was recently acquired by Google. Ankur holds a BS in Civil Engineering
from IIT Roorkee and MIM from IIM Ranchi.

MATT JAHNLE
Matt is a JD/MBA candidate at Cornell University and a Fund Manager for the Big Red Ventures
Fund. Prior to Cornell, Matt worked in the Philadelphia area for a boutique investment firm,
building portfolios with allocations to hedge funds, private equity, and other investments
including venture capital. At Cornell, he is an online editor of the International Law Journal and
an associate of the Cornell Law Entrepreneurship Clinic. Matt holds a BS with distinction in
finance from Pennsylvania State University.

ADAM LIEBLICH
Adam Lieblich is a 2022 MBA candidate at Cornell Johnson. He started his career as an auditor at
EY, where he assessed and mitigated the financial and operational risks of clients in the financial
services industry. Following his time at EY, Adam worked in the ventures group at United Talent
Agency (UTA), a leading Hollywood agency in the media and entertainment industry. In the
ventures group, Adam helped artists, musicians, and influencers build businesses and develop
product lines in the CPG space. Adam holds a BS in Finance and Accounting from Lehigh
University and is a Certified Public Accountant in the state of New York.

ALEX LIN
Alex is a 2022 MBA candidate at Cornell Tech. Alex began his career in consulting at Deloitte and
later transitioned into product and corporate strategy at Teads, an adtech and digital media
startup later acquired in 2017 by Dutch telco Altice. He subsequently joined Concertiv, a fintech
and procurement startup, where he led data strategy and product. Alex is the co-founder of
Tether Health, an early-stage digital health startup helping improve the recovery process for
musculoskeletal pain and injury. He also founded Kaifa Labs, a decentralized health and
blockchain innovation studio. Alex is passionate about social impact and sits on the board at
EGJF, a non-profit foundation enhancing pediatric cancer care in developing nations.
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MICAELA LUCERO
Micaela is a JD/MBA candidate at Cornell Law School and the SC Johnson Graduate School of
Management. Prior to Cornell, she worked as a paralegal at a National Nuclear Security
Administration laboratory. At Cornell, she is the Co-President of the JD/MBA Society, an editor
on Cornell Law Review, and an associate of the Cornell Law School Entrepreneurship Clinic.
Micaela holds a BA magna cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania.

FRANCESCA McDOWELL
Francesca is a 2022 MBA candidate at Cornell Tech with a unique blend of public and private
experience. Most recently she worked as a consultant for a boutique strategy and venture
creation firm in Vancouver, Canada, predominantly supporting a $150M technology R&D
investment fund. Previously she worked for a technology association supporting start and scaleups in accelerator program management and strategic partnerships. Prior to her foray into tech,
she worked with the Federal Government as the Assistant to the Minister of National Defence, as
well as in communications and management roles in politics, tourism, and retail. Francesca holds
a BA in Political Science from the University of British Columbia.

ALICIA PARK
Alicia Park is a 2022 MBA candidate at Cornell Johnson. Prior to Johnson, Alicia was a consultant
focusing on customer strategy on tech projects. She has spent 5 years diving into marketing and
digital strategy, prioritizing customer needs. Alicia is passionate about building products that are
human-centric. Alicia holds a B.S. in Cognitive Science from Brandeis University and will be
returning to Microsoft as an Azure Product Marketing Manager in New York City.

GRANT ROWLANDS
Grant is a PhD Candidate in Biomedical Engineering and serves as a Fund Manager for Big Red
Ventures with professional and academic expertise in biotechnology and medical devices. Prior
to Cornell, Grant worked as an R&D Engineer for Abbott in their Mechanical Circulatory Support
Division designing and testing the company’s next generation artificial heart pump. He was also a
part of the telemedicine-based social venture Mashavu, providing fundamental, preliminary
healthcare to rural populations in sub-Saharan Africa. Grant received a B.S./M.S. in
Bioengineering from The Pennsylvania State University.
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ERIK POWERS
Erik Powers is a 2022 MBA Candidate at Cornell S.C. Johnson Graduate School of Management.
Prior to Johnson, he spent five years in New York where he worked on accounting, operations,
performance reporting and fund formation at Blackstone. Prior to that, he spent three years at
State Street in Boston working on accounting and investor reporting for hedge fund clients.
With an interest in financial services firms and fintech, he will be joining Moelis & Company in the
summer of 2022 as an investment banking associate. Erik received a B.A. in Economics from

ADHIRAJ SINGH
Adhiraj is a 2022 MBA candidate at Cornell Tech. Adhiraj started his career in London, UK, at a
digital services agency founded by Dana Al Salem – Founding member Yahoo! Europe. He then
progressed to launch his own venture in the nascent Indian health & wellness market. Adhiraj
also has experience as an M&A professional at KPMG, wherein, he executed transactions within
TMT and the renewable energy sectors. Most recently, he led the digital transformation project
at a leading publicly-listed pharma company in India. Adhiraj is passionate about solutions in the
HealthTech and FinTech domains. Adhiraj holds a BSc Economics from Brunel University London
and a BA from Delhi University, in addition to having cleared all three levels of the CFA.

AMIT SHAH
Amit Shah is a 2022 MBA Candidate at Cornell Johnson. Prior to Johnson, Amit worked for The
Kirkland Company, a rapidly growing boutique commercial real estate brokerage firm based in
Nashville, TN, that specialized in multi-family and retail assets. There, he started off as an analyst
who focused on valuations and returns for institutional and generational investors throughout
the Southeast. He then transitioned to the transaction side of the business where he advised on
the investment strategies between buyers and sellers, due diligence on individual transactions,
and management of brokers across the firm. Amit holds an MSF from Georgetown University
and a BA in Economics/Commerce & Business from Rhodes College.
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Faculty Advisors
TOM SCHRYVER
Tom is the Executive Director of Cornell’s Center for Regional Economic Advancement (CREA)
and is a Visiting Lecturer at the Johnson Graduate School of Management, where he serves as
the David J. BenDaniel Faculty Advisor for BR Ventures. CREA’s programs include Rev: Ithaca
Startup Works, the Southern Tier Startup Alliance, and support of Cornell’s regional economic
advancement efforts. Tom leads the Upstate NY I-Corps Node and is the lead instructor for
Cornell Engineering’s Commercialization Fellows program. He serves on the teaching team for
eLab, Cornell’s student business accelerator, and teaches entrepreneurship and business
strategy at Cornell.
He is an experienced entrepreneur having served as a startup founder and senior finance
executive of high-growth companies. Previously, he was Director of Finance for the Triad
Foundation, where his responsibilities included investing the Foundation’s $250m portfolio to
top-quartile returns. His board affiliations include Britnell Ventures, Tompkins County Area
Development, and as board chair of the Business Incubator Association of New York State. Tom
co-chairs the Southern Tier Regional Economic Development Council’s Innovation Culture
workgroup.
Tom has an AB and MBA from Cornell, where he was a recipient of the MBA program’s Albert J.
Fried Fellowship for Leadership and Academic Excellence. He is a Chartered Financial Analyst
(CFA).

THATCHER BELL
Thatcher is a visiting instructor for Cornell’s Johnson School of Business. He is Program
Director for The Clean Fight, a NYSERDA-backed accelerator for growth-stage clean energy
companies. Thatcher is also the Chair of the Board of Directors of the NY Tech Alliance.
Throughout his career, Thatcher has worked with startups as an investor and operator. He cofounded CoVenture, a venture capital, specialty lending, and crypto asset trading firm. Thatcher
was previously a Managing Director at Gotham Ventures, where he invested in several companies
including SinglePlatform (sold to Constant Contact, NASDAQ: CTCT). Before joining Gotham, he
was a Senior Analyst at North Hill Ventures, the venture capital affiliate of Capital One Financial,
where he worked on the deal teams for the firm’s investments in DealerTrack (NASDAQ: TRAK)
and Higher One (NYSE: ONE). Thatcher previously worked at two different start-ups, including
enterprise software vendor OpenPages (acquired by IBM).
Thatcher holds a B.S. in Engineering from Cornell University and an M.B.A. from the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania.
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Strategic Objectives
As the Covid-19 pandemic continued, our in-person programming resumed at Cornell University, which presented new challenges
and opportunities for the 2021-2022 fund managers. Continued restrictions on travel meant that many meetings and other events
happened online. This gave the fund managers access to more professional VCs, angel investors, founders and demo-day pitch
events. Given this new scenario, the fund managers focused on building relationships with founders and VCs outside the traditional
Cornell network while solidifying the role of BRV in the entrepreneurship and venture-capital education program offered at Johnson.
This strategy was specifically centered on three key objectives:

Improving relationships with NYC entrepreneurship community through Johnson’s alumni
network, NYC demo-day events, VC partners, and the greater Cornell entrepreneurial
community. A strong presence in NYC remains a critical focus of the fund.

Raising BRV brand awareness by focusing on improving marketing, communications,
sourcing more deals, beginning our interview series with VCs across the country, and
organizing entrepreneurial and VC educational events.
Supporting the current portfolio through consulting work, strategic introductions, and
board oversight and guidance.

Educational Mission
BR Venture Fund (BRV) is the Johnson School/Cornell’s student-run
venture capital fund. Current assets under management exceed $1
million. Founded in 2001, the fund’s structure is evergreen; realized
returns are reinvested back into the fund. This structure obfuscates the
need to fundraise, return capital, and/or exit on a particular timeline. BRV
invests between $25,000 to $50,000 in US-based companies across all
industries. The fund’s location in both Ithaca and Cornell Tech provides
attractive deal flow, allowing the fund unique access to promising
ventures and technology.
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Our Partnership with
Red Bear Angels
This year, the Big Red Venture Fund continued to collaborate with Red Bear Angels, an angel group of Cornell’s alumni investing in
companies run by other Cornell’s alumni, for deal flow and initial deal assessment. Given the uncertainty brought by the pandemic,
both sides decided to fine-tune this relationship during this academic year to remain transparent yet effective. Screening calls were
conducted from all parties as usual; diligence was undertaken depending on interest from either side, as well as incorporation of
RBA’s investment committee. We plan to continue this partnership by conducting diligences in tandem and leveraging resources
unique to both organizations – BRV’s pool of associates and RBA’s expert network, with final investment decisions made separately.
We have benefited greatly from the opportunity to learn from our RBA partners and have gained access to a wider breadth of
companies. In the 2022-2023 academic year, BRV looks forward to collaborating with RBA and to continuously look for more ways to
improve this connection

Fundraising
BRV has now seen over 650 student associates and over 140 fund managers, with the fund manager Class of 2021-2022 overseeing 23
associates. However, additional capital is increasingly necessary for the BRV to continue investing in Seed and Series A rounds,
especially to commercialize Cornell University inventions.
With over $1 million AUM and more than 200 companies reviewed annually, BRV averages 1-2 investments per year. BRV’s focus
remains on active investment to further build its reputation. In 2021-2022, the BRV exited its investments in: Concertio, which was
acquired by Synopsys; and Caper, which was acquired by Instacart. The proceeds from this transaction were added back into the fund’s
pool for future investments and BenDaniel Venture Challenge prize funds.
BRV’s ability to be a stronger follow-on investor is a key focus for the fund managers, who are collaborating with Johnson Alumni
Affairs & Development to better engage both Cornell and Johnson alumni in the BRV’s operations.
Ultimately, BRV provides a philanthropic opportunity beyond seed capital. Johnson MBA students yearn for mentoring, guidance, and
supplemental instruction in the direct investment arena. Donors will have the opportunity to participate in meetings, receive regular
updates on the Fund’s performance and attend the annual Cornell BenDaniel Venture Challenge during Entrepreneurship at Cornell
Celebration each April in Ithaca, where BRV awards cash prizes to promising entrepreneurs.
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The BenDaniel Venture Challenge
The BenDaniel Venture Challenge (BVC) is an annual pitch competition hosted by BRV awarding up
to $50,000 non-dilutive cash to Cornell-affiliated and/or New York-based entrepreneurs. Named in honor
of the late Professor David J. BenDaniel, five finalists are chosen from 100+ applications to pitch a panel of
VC investors. Startups have eight minutes to pitch their companies/ideas, followed by seven minutes
allocated for investor panel questions. The top 3 winners are announced at the culmination of the
Cornell Entrepreneurship Celebration.
The 2021 BVC grand prize winner was Pelex, an end-to-end virtual pelvic disorder clinic revolutionizing diagnosis
and treatment of conditions like urinary incontinence and pelvic organ prolapse in the home. Pelex was founded
by Dr. Jeremy Wiygul, Assistant Professor of Clinical Urology at Weill Cornell Medicine. Symba and Inso Biosciences
finished in second and third place, respectively. Other finalists included Buzr and HeatInverse.
Big Red Ventures would also like to extend our gratitude to the 2021 BVC investor panel: Eric Young
(Canaan Partners), Meghan Cross (Amplifyher Ventures) and Andrew Schoen (New Enterprise Associates).
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2022 Regional Champions at Venture
Capital Investment Competition
Big Red Ventures (BRV) represented Cornell University and the Johnson Graduate School of Management in the 2022 Venture
Capital Investment Competition (“VCIC”), which was virtually hosted by Dartmouth’s Tuck School of Business. Three Fund
Managers—Alicia Park, Erik Powers, and Micaela Lucero—and three Associates—Florence Luna, Sarah Landes, and Pablo Storch—
competed in the annual competition with Fund Manager Grant Rowlands serving as an advisor. The BRV team won its regional
bracket, competing against MBA teams from across the northeast region. The BRV team advanced to VCIC Global Finals, competing
against regional champions from MBA programs around the world.
Each team was given a theoretical $300M fund to invest within a 10-year time-horizon to procure returns for the fund’s Limited
Partners. During the event, three real start-ups varying in industry pitched their businesses and sought funding rounds from Seed to
Series B. The student teams were given 36 hours to 1) complete comprehensive due diligence on three startups, 2) evaluate
investment return potential, 3) select one company for investment, 4) issue an investment deal term sheet, and 5) present our
investment decision to a panel of judges.
During the competition, the BRV team developed valuations for their chose investment opportunity and drafted deal terms that
were in the best interests of the fund and entrepreneur. The BRV representatives leveraged their diverse backgrounds in finance,
marketing, law, and biomedical engineering to better understand each investment opportunity and make the best investment
decision possible.
The BRV team would like to thank BRV advisors Tom and Thatcher and the 2021 VCIC Team—Isaac Branaum, Brandon Shih, Nicholas
Ting, and Andrew Liu—for their support and encouragement throughout the VCIC preparation and competition process.
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Partnership with
Cornell Tech Campus
The past year marked the 8th year of incoming Johnson Cornell Tech MBA class,
with 4 of the current fund managers and 3 associates recruited from the program.
Our goal coming into the year is to work more closely with students on the Cornell
Tech campus and to make Big Red Ventures a valuable part of the MBA
program. We are proud to have accomplished both goals.
Besides actively recruiting both fund managers and associates from the Cornell Tech
MBA students, we also established multiple lines of deal sourcing in the New York
startup scene. In addition, the virtual programming offered by Cornell in the 20212022 academic years enabled five fund managers and one associate to participate in
the fintech immersion offered at the Cornell Tech campus in NYC. We are
committed to encouraging more cross-pollination between the two campuses.
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Investment Criteria & Timeline
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Early-stage (generally series A or earlier)
Disruptive solution to the market that is well protected
Strong management team
Credible revenue stream, clear business model, and high growth potential
Potential for meaningful exit within 3-7 years of investment
Headquartered in the United States with a preference to the Northeast
Cornell connection is a plus

With 14 colleges and schools and more than 100 research centers and programs, Cornell ranks
13th among U.S. universities in total R&D expenditures and 21st in federally financed research and
development. In the past year, Cornell produced more than 500 invention disclosures and over
400 new patents, showing clear value to a partnership with BRV. We are grateful for the
support of and longstanding partnership with Cornell’s Center for Technology Licensing, who
matches the prize winnings of Cornell technology license companies who are awarded funds
through the BenDaniel Venture Competition.

Our Portfolio Goals

The major goals the 2021-2022 class of fund managers set to accomplish were to expand the portfolio companies and ensure we had
proper documentation of all the current portfolio companies, including valuations. A structural problem BRV faces each year is the
annual turnover of fund managers. Most students become fund managers as second year MBAs or they join for the entire year of
their Accelerated MBA. This is a challenge when critical information and company documents need to be accurately maintained and
updated for existing portfolio companies and prospective startups providing progress updates.

Expanding our Portfolio
We actively sought promising founders and ideas by ramping up our deal pipeline and aggressively looked for
new opportunities to connect with founders and other early-stage VCs. This push resulted in our review of
over 225 potential deals between May 2021 and March 2022. Of the over 225 potential deals screened, over 20
proceeded into an in-depth due diligence analysis. As of March 31, 2021, we have invested in two (2) new deals
– Recoup Beverage and Element Farms. See details of these deals in the Portfolio Companies section.

Complete Evaluation
With the qualitative and quantitative information, the fund managers set out to make a complete assessment
of the overall BRV portfolio. They each spent the first half of the academic year collecting necessary
information to estimate a value for their portfolio companies. In 2021-22, the fund marked up the value of (3)
three investments, impaired the value of (0) zero investments and successfully exited (2) two investments.
BRV is continually seeking to make quality investments in early stage, growth-oriented companies.
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Our Associate Program
We welcomed 20 Associates and 3 returning Associates to Big Red Ventures in the Fall of 2021 with a set of training workshops led
by BRV Fund Managers and the Cornell Law School Entrepreneurship Clinic. These trainings equipped the associates with the
foundational knowledge necessary to effectively carry out due diligence on investment candidates.

Associates Class of 2021-2022:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alex Mayo – Cornell Tech MBA Class of 2022
Alisha Nabila – MBA Class of 2023
Andrew Schwalm – MBA Class of 2023
Blerta Lleku – MBA Class of 2023
David Tso – MPS Class of 2022
Dennis Nabrinsky – MBA Class of 2023
Florence Luna – MBA Class of 2023
Jake Charms – MBA Class of 2023
Kailai (Claire) Xiong – JD Class of 2023
Matthew Washuta – MBA Class of 2023
Micah Friedland – Cornell Tech MBA Class of 2022
Ophir Ehrlich – Cornell Tech MBA Class of 2022
Pablo Storch – JD/MBA Class of 2024
Pedro Tucci – MBA Class of 2023
Sarah Landes – MBA Class of 2023
Stefanie Canto – MBA Class of 2023
Tim Wang – AMBA Class of 2022
Valerie Charlotte Hanke – MBA Class of 2023
Yasir Siddiqi – MBA Class of 2023
Yiyue (Cindy) Chen – MBA Class of 2023

Returning Associates Class of 2021-2022:
•
•
•

Austin Law – JD Class of 2022
Hania Kozial – Ph.D. Class of 2022
Nitin Tangellamudi – JD/MBA Class of 2023
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PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
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Hue.Ai
At Hue.Ai, our mission is to improve
lives through developing
reimagined vision products.
We are taking the same Artificial Intelligence that is transforming industries
like space exploration, robotics, and medical science into the optical
industry. Our team has developed MAIDAS, the world’s first AI system for
the design of optical lenses. With MAIDAS, we can push the boundaries of
ophthalmic lenses, coatins, intraocular lenses, contacts, and more.
Hue.Ai’s proprietary AI generative design platform can perform millions of
experiments to determine a lens chemical formulation that fits specific
functional and cosmetic requirements. This enables a level of innovation in
lens design that is unmatched by conventional hands-on, trial and error R&D.
Hue is working on lenses that improve health, mood, athletic performance,
block lasers, help the wearer see hidden targets, see in bad weather ... and
even see in near darkness. Hue.Ai designs, manufactures, and supplies lenses
in partnerships with brands around the world. It is also in active
negotiations with major optical companies to explore potential licensing and
joint development deals.

Current Headcount: 2 Full time, 2 Part-time, and many project based
team members (i.e., patents writers, scientists, and engineers)

Key Milestones: With two full-time employees, Hue.Ai will be hiring
someone to manage the operations of the company for 2022. Hue.Ai has a
total of 7 granted patents with 25 more pending. Hue.Ai is now in
development of the electronic eyewear with a protype expected to go public
in April/May. This past year, they doubled their revenue from 2020 Revenues
with a gross margin of about 48%. They also plan to raise for series A in
2022, most likely with a cap raise of $10M.

Hue.Ai Website
(https://www.hueai.com/)

Relationship Manager:
Alicia Park
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Caper
Caper builds intelligent shopping
solutions, powered by deep learning
and computer vision, that offer an
autonomous shopping experience
without a significant store overhaul.
Caper Cart is a smart shopping cart that can detect and identify items as they
are added to the basket. Caper Counter is an AI-powered point-of-sale
countertop for smaller retail stores. These solutions save shoppers time
during checkout and help retailers maximize revenue by reducing the
bottlenecks of long checkout lines. As CEO Lindon Gao mentions, “Our first
product -- Caper Cart -- was the first to define how technology can achieve a
scalable cashier-less solution for large-format stores. With the new Caper
Counter, we have again transformed the mundane -- a countertop -- into
something seamless and magical for smaller footprint retailers." These carts
cost less than 1% of Amazon Go's infrastructure and offer a convenient plugand-play integration. Caper has deployed its smart carts at some of the leading
North American retailers, including Kroger and Wkefen, as well as Sobeys in
Canada.
About Instacart: Instacart is the leading online grocery platform in North
America. Instacart shoppers offer same-day delivery and pickup services to
bring fresh groceries and everyday essentials to busy people and families
across the U.S. and Canada. Instacart has partnered with more than 600
beloved national, regional and local retailers, including unique brand names, to
deliver from nearly 55,000 stores across more than 5,500 cities in North
America. The company’s cutting-edge enterprise technology also powers the
ecommerce platforms of some of the world’s biggest retail players, supporting
their white-label websites, applications and delivery solutions.
Key Milestones: In October 2021, Caper was acquired by Instacart with a goal
to provide a unified online and in-store commerce solution for retailers. Cofounder of Caper and currently a VP at Instacart, Lindon Gao, alongside his
team, has now joined Instacart. Big Red Ventures (BRV) invested $10,000 in
Caper in 2018 and is now a shareholder of Instacart. Fidji Simo, Instacart’s CEO,
shared that “we’re thrilled to welcome the Caper AI team to Instacart. We
share the same goal of equipping retailers with new and innovative
technologies that help them succeed in an increasingly competitive industry,
while also providing customers with the best possible experience. We’re
excited to bring Caper’s leading smart carts and smart checkout platform to
more retailers around the world, as we all reimagine the future of grocery
together.” BRV is excited to see Instacart and the Caper team revolutionize the
retail experience.

Caper Website
(https://www.caper.ai)

Relationship Manager:
Connie Chan
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TeraPore
TeraPore develops and
manufactures filters with
unprecedented performance
through a proprietary and scalable
block copolymer self-assembly
technology.
When fabricated into membranes, the polymers spontaneously form into
highly uniform structures, creating precise holes (or pores) on the
nanoscale. The benefits of these membranes include high permeability,
allowing very high flow rates, and uniform pore sizes for highly precise
nanofiltration. TeraPore's engineered membranes can also be produced at
scale and at a range of different pore sizes - unique characteristics that are
unprecedented in the field of nanofiltration.
One particularly critical application for TeraPore's technology is in the
production process of biological drugs (or biologics) where a key step is the
separation of viral contaminants from the drug material. In September 2018,
Terapore unveiled its new nanofiltration membrane technology for the
bioprocess industry. Validation by an external party demonstrated nearly 1.52.0X higher capacity in both downstream virus filtration and in upstream
protection of cell culture bioreactors. Product quality and cell culture
output were not affected by TeraPore filtration. Terapore is currently
focused on product development for a biopharmaceutical virus filter and an
emerging virus filter product in the plasma market. Terapore has also
recently spun out a new company, Astreon, that is intended to address nonlife science applications of their technology.
TeraPore was founded in 2013 as a spinout of Cornell University, and has
received support from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National
Science Foundation (NSF), and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency
(DTRA). We believe the company has developed a disruptive filtration
technology that poses a unique value proposition and solves an unmet need
for the biopharma industry.

Current Headcount: 19

TeraPore Website
(https://www.terapore.com)

Relationship Managers:
Grant Rowlands and Amit Shah
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Concertio
Concertio provides AI-powered
performance optimization tools that
boost the performance of computing
systems by tailoring the many
system settings (in processors,
firmware, OS and applications) to
the running workloads.
Concertio's tools are used to boost the performance of a multitude of
devices and applications, turning general-purpose systems into highperformant special-purpose systems.
Concertio’s flagship product, Optimizer Studio, is an easy-to-use software
tool that uses AI techniques to discover near-optimal configuration settings
for peak performance. In addition to reducing engineering time devoted to
performance optimization, Optimizer Studio can deliver configurations that
outperform those discovered using manual methods.
Concertio was founded by Tomer Morad, who received his PhD in Electrical
Engineering from the Technion in 2015. Concertio was accepted into Cornell
Tech’s Runway Startup Postdoc program in 2016. They have raised $2.6M in
their Series Seed round led by Differential Ventures. Concertio has gained
notable users that include Intel, Mellanox, and Morgan Stanley.

Key Milestones: Concertio made strong progress over our investment
timeline as an AI-powered, real-time performance optimization leader. We
exited in November 2021 when it was acquired by Synopsys. Throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic, Concertio revamped their product and pricing to
reflect a subscription service model.

Current Headcount: 12

Concertio Website
(https://concertio.com)

Relationship Manager:
Micaela Lucero
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TetraScience
TetraScience is a leading opensource enterprise R&D Data Cloud
company, revolutionizing the life
sciences industry.
By integrating data science and scientific inquiry, TetraScience has built the
largest network of lab instruments, informatics applications, Contract
Research Organizations/Contract Development & Manufacturing Companies
(CRO/CDMO’s), and data science analytic partners by streamlining access to
scientific data. Over 80 leading biotechnology and pharmaceutical
companies utilize TetraScience to drive innovation in life sciences R&D,
improving global health.
TetraScience provides advanced data engineering capabilities that power
the Digital Lab by making life sciences R&D data accessible and actionable.
Our cloud-native platform automatically centralizes and harmonizes
experimental data, preparing it for data science + AI. Our applications, such
as Lab Monitoring, perform critical actions like transforming data, detecting
anomalies, and pushing alerts. We are backed by Waters Corporation,
Floodgate Capital, First Round Capital, and Underscore VC, and count over
80 leading pharmaceutical and biotech companies as customers.
We believe that TetraScience has identified an underserved, antiquated
problem, and has the right plan to address it.

Key Milestones: TetraScience experienced phenomenal growth during
the 2020 fiscal year: 10x ARR, and adding 12 global pharmaceutical
companies as customers, including Novo Nordisk. The company is projecting
300% ARR for the 2021 fiscal year as the drug discovery market continues to
boom, with R&D spend reaching $300 billion.
TetraScience's $80 million Series B, announced on April 15, 2021, was co-led
by Insight Partners and Alkeon Capital, bringing TetraScience's overall
funding to over $92 million since the company was reimagined in 2019 to
deliver the world's first and only open R&D Data Cloud, in pursuit of their
mission to accelerate discovery and improve and extend human life.

Current Headcount: 30

TetraScience Website
(https://tetrascience.com)

Relationship Managers:
Grant Rowlands and Denis Chen
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ProofPilot
ProofPilot is an American internet
company with offices in New York
City that maintains a research
platform allowing users to design,
manage, launch and participate in
research studies.

ProofPilot Website
(https://www.proofpilot.com)

Relationship Managers:
Adam Lieblich

ProofPilot is a self-service research platform that conducts end-to-end clinical
trials and human subjects studies. Our health tech platform is designed to
increase accessibility to research by reducing complexities in time, logistics, and
costs to enable rapid evidence-based insights on products and services.
Organizations that have never been able to conduct scientifically validated
research trials can now do so through software-driven expertise, at a
manageable cost, and without increasing staff. Supporting academia, biotech, pharma, and scientific wellness-based companies,
ProofPilot’s chief aim is to determine what works – and what doesn’t. ProofPilot recently closed a Series B round for more than $12
million, led by the conglomerate Mitsui & Co., and is actively hiring for seveall key roles from Cornell.

Culture: ProofPilot is a venture-backed startup with employees located in the Americas, Asia/India, and Europe. We are 100%
remote. Cornell students joining ProofPilot in the work-study program will be free to engage with global leaders with the
convenience of working from home or abroad. ProofPilot offers real work opportunities to gain experience from cutting-edge
companies conducting vital health research. Candidates will learn clinical research methodologies, industry-standard software
development processes, and will be key members of a growing team to support start-up innovation.

Key Milestones: 2022 has been a pivotal year of growth for Proof Pilot, starting with the $12M Series B fundraise led by Mitsui &
Co. The funding and growth over the past year have led to exciting executive hiring developments for Proof Pilot. (see press release
here).
ProofPilot has a wide customer base that supports evidence generation across health industries. Recent customers who have chosen
ProofPilot to conduct their research include SleepSpace, Dave Asprey, Eli Lilly, Lifesum, and academic institutions. ProofPilot is also
pioneering new partnerships to enhance our customer’s research experience. We have recently partnered with a microfluidics blood
specimen collection company, Tasso. The potential of doing at-home blood collection in clinical research evaluations is an exciting
development for the field of digital health and decentralized research trials.

Work-Study Opportunities:
ProofPilot is seeking a Research Data Analytics Associate and a Research Services Associate to join their team.
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RedRoute
RedRoute is creating the customer
service experience of the future.
As one of the first conversational AI companies to use voice technology,
RedRoute is solving one of the largest remaining legacy enterprise problems:
the call center. Today, call centers are a trillion-dollar cost center that every
business struggle to manage and every customer loathes to interact with.
RedRoute has created the first turn-key SaaS voice product that seamlessly
connects to a company’s phone and CRM systems to offer an unparalleled
customer voice experience. The RedRoute call center solution allows
companies to offer high quality, self-service voice interaction to customers
for a fraction of the cost of traditional or outsourced call centers.
RedRoute was founded at Cornell University on the belief that human
beings, even when interacting with machines, desire to connect in the most
natural way possible: through conversation. With a highly skilled team of
computer scientists using state of the art voice technology, RedRoute set its
sights on the call center industry.
In 2020, RedRoute showed growth & Profitability despite losing 60-65% of
its revenue due to Covid because most of its 2019 customers were in the
transportation business.

Key Milestones: After recovering from the Covid shock, there have
been a number of exciting developments across the company in 2021.
First, accelerating growth in eCommerce with exciting brands like Brooklinen,
Pair Eyewear, and GNC. Second, new partnerships with Kustomer, Aircall,
Thankful & others. Third, RedRoute strengthened its focus on driving growth
through partnerships by hiring Shawn Li as VP Partnerships.
In 2022, RedRoute raised $6.5M in funding to accelerate growths product,
adding a flip switch to help new B2B customers self-on-board to
RedRoute Services.

Current Headcount: 20

RedRoute Website
(https://redroute.com)

Relationship Manager:
Ankur Gulati
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Repairogen
Repairogen is a Cornell Medical
College spin-off that is utilizing a
patented, and scientifically proven,
DNA-repair technology to build a
portfolio of ingredients and
products focused on the skincare
market.
They have made substantial progress developing their technology, which
enhances the natural cellular DNA-repair mechanism to provide consumers
with healthier and better-looking skin. Ultimately, they are developing topical
creams and serums containing active compounds that enhance the natural
DNA-repair activity of skin cells.
The original patent is owned by Cornell University which Repairogen has an
exclusive license to, with multiple patents jointly owned by Cornell and
Repairogen.

Our Investment: We invested $25K in Repairogen in 2016 in the form of
convertible note (3M Cap, 20% discount,8% interest rate, maturity date
12/2019). The investment was made as we believe that Repairogen has a
unique technology that tackles a massive and growing addressable market
(skincare). Consumer trends in this space also continue to grow in favor of
natural solutions to skincare, which fits directly with Repairogen’s core
technology.

Current Headcount: 0 full time employees. All employees have found
full time employment while seeking sale of the company.

Repairogen Website
(https://www.repairogen.com)

Relationship Manager:
Francesca McDowell
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EMBIC Corporation
EMBIC is a neuro-informatics
company developing digital
biomarkers of cognition to advance
its mission, which is to improve the
health and quality of life for the
worldwide aging population.
EMBIC Corporation, formerly Medical Care Corporation, has deployed a brief
battery of cognitive tests on an electronic platform that enables efficient
administration across multiple healthcare channels, automatic data collection,
and real-time delivery of computer-scored results.
According to the company, this is the right time to rebrand and more
effectively communicate its focus on developing DCBs. Doing so will also
allow the company to own a more distinctive name (“medical”, “care”, and
“corporation” are all too general to own) as they embark on a more
commercial trajectory.

Key Milestone: In 2020, EMBIC received another key patent, its sixth,
protecting the method of applying a hierarchical Bayesian model to quantify
unobservable cognitive processes that are differentially affected in the early
stages of AD. The team also successfully published two key manuscripts in
2020, both in well-respected, peer-reviewed journals, and both providing
further evidence and validity of the sound science underlying our scoring
algorithms.

Current Headcount: 5

EMBIC Website
(https://www.mccare.com)

Relationship Manager:
Matthew Duey
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GNS Healthcare
GNS Healthcare works with
leading biopharma companies to
accelerate and optimize drug
discovery, development, and
commercialization by leveraging
causal machine learning.
With this powerful form of AI, GNS can use both clinical trial data and realworld data (RWD) to model patient response to treatment in silico and can
generate real-world evidence of a drug’s value in the real world, both before
and after launch. GNS have modeled over forty diseases in the areas of
oncology, cardiovascular and metabolic, neurology, autoimmune and others.
GNS partnered with innovative health plans to identify which members will
respond to which drug and care management interventions at what point in
time. Gene Network Sciences, Inc. owns 22% of GNS Healthcare.
Gene Network Sciences, Inc. also owns 39% of Via Science. VIA is a global
trailblazer in AI and privacy-preserving software for the energy industry.

Key Milestones: GNS Healthcare (of which GNSI is a part owner)
recently closed their Series D, raising $28m from industry leaders such as
Merck, Amgen, BMS, and Cigna. In 2021, Via Science closed their Series A,
raising $10M in a round led by the Westly Group.

Current Headcount: 112

GNS Healthcare Website
(https://www.gnshealthcare.com)

Relationship Manager:
Matt Jahnle
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Riley
Riley, formerly known as
Grapevine AI, is a voice-driven
relationship insights platform.
Powered by AI, the platform allows both direct consumers and B2B
customers to manage their networks through speech. Riley is a brand with
the intention of connecting people to simpler times, where networks were
strong and connections were deeper. What this looks like, visualized (this is
an actual response from Riley’s AI):
"I met Brad Pitt today and he likes the New York Mets and playing golf. I
need to email him tomorrow. He lives in Los Angeles and is the Cofounder
of Random Startup and has a son Bobby who watches Paw Patrol. His wife's
name is Angelina and works as an Actress who plays Tennis and drinks
Sauvignon Blanc."

Key Milestones: Riley has had a pivotal year, from re-branding in order
to better personify their brand into a virtual assistant, as well as filing a
patent. The patent is titled "Systems And Methods For Attribution Of Facts
To Multiple Individuals Identified In Textual Content" and this means that the
AI can assign specific interests, traits, tasks, or whatever we decide to a
person or multiple people regardless of where it falls in the sentence. It also
builds out the relationships between the people you mention. There are
currently over 4,200 people waiting to use Riley. They are gearing up to raise
6m as a seed round, and have already been inbounded 63 times.

Current Headcount: 5

Riley Website
(https://grapevine.ai)

Relationship Manager:
Daita Goswamy
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Bookkeep.com
Bookkeep.com is an accounting
software development and services
company that offers cloud-based
revenue aggregation technology
which allows SMBs to aggregate
revenue from multiple online salesplatform for accounting purposes.
The company was founded in 2018 by serial entrepreneurs - Ruth Ku (CEO)
and Jason Richelson (CTO). Ruth founded three companies with successful
exits: Paradigm Sports Clubs, Vleeo, and RukuKitchen. While Jason founded
ShopKeep, a POS system that was acquired by Lightspeed (NYSE: LSPD)
for $440m in November 2020. Ruth worked as the CFO of ShopKeep prior
to its sale.
Bookkeep.com is based in New York and has a simple mission of helping
businesses simplify accounting, find clarity in their numbers, and run
smoother. Bookkeep.com gives SMBs straightforward solutions that are
easy to set up, intuitive to use, and easy to maintain.

Key Milestones: In January 2021, Treez and Greenbits, two enterprise
“seed to sale” retail software platforms for cannabis added Bookkeep.com
as a new partner to its platform. This would enable e-commerce businesses
on the platform aggregate revenue and automatically pass entries into their
accounting software.
In 2022, Bookkeep has been focused on building their executive team,
hiring a Chief Technology Officer, Chief Revenue Officer, and VP of
Operations
BRV invested in Bookkeep.com in March 2021.

Current Headcount: 29

Bookkeep Website
(https://www.bookkeep.com)

Relationship Managers:
Erik Powers and Adhiraj Singh
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Recoup Beverage
Recoup Beverage produces gingerbased drinks for wellness-minded
individuals.
Their mission is to help people feel better and live well through modern,
plant-powered remedies. They currently offer three delicious flavors made
with clean, sustainable ingredients like organic tree water. Recoup Beverage is
proud to be a certified Asian-American/Minority-owned and female-owned,
mission-driven company.
Siwat Siengsanaoh (Johnson’15) spent the first three years of his life in the
hospital and had undergone 10 major surgeries before his 12th birthday. His
devoted mother would make him ginger concoctions to help with his
digestion and overall recovery. These home remedies were the initial
inspiration for recoup, as Siwat experienced the benefits of ginger first-hand
and wanted to create a product to help others experience these same
benefits. Siwat met Susan Buckwalter (Johnson ’12) through a fellow Johnson
alum, and together they founded Recoup Beverage with the mission to help
people feel better by harnessing the natural powers of ginger.
Key Milestones: Recoup hit a new quarterly sales record in Q4 2021, and sold
605% more cases in 2021 than they did in 2020 despite limited supply while

transitioning to a new co-packer. December production took place in the copacker’s new facility in Bethlehem, PA and will be crucial for Recoup as they
scale the business. They are revising the current Recoup formula to reduce
shipping costs and move towards a USDA certified organic product while
retaining the Kosher and Non-GMO certifications. Starting January 15th,
Recoup will welcome their first full time sales associate, Thomas
Wojciechowski, who brings 46 years of beverage sales experience.

Current Headcount: 3

Recoup Beverage Website
(https://www.recoupwellness.com)

Relationship Managers:
Matthew Duey and Daita Goswamy
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Element Farms
Element Farms grows among the
widest variety of baby leaf greens in
the controlled environment
agriculture (CEA) industry and
continues to develop technology to
grow crops previously deemed unfit
to grow indoors.
The quality, freshness, and “localness” of Element Farms baby spinach,
arugula, lettuces, microgreens, and more have catapulted the brand into
over 160 stores, online retailers, and restaurants in the northeast.
Element Farms’ stated mission is to make local, pesticide-free, and safe
produce accessible for the most people possible. If you’re in New Jersey,
New York, or Pennsylvania, check out the Element Farms greens finder to
find a store near you.
Element Farms planted the seeds for its future in 2016 at Cornell, where two
of its co-founders, Serdar Mizrakci (MBA ‘17) and Danny Janezcko (MEng ‘17),
met and set out to crack the code on how to grow pesticide-free hydroponic
baby spinach. The crop -- notorious for plant disease issues and being just
plain difficult to grow indoors -- makes up 40% of packaged salad greens sales
in the United States, and the duo knew that if they could just figure out how
to grow it, they could make a splash in the produce and tech worlds.

Key Milestones: In just the last year, the team has quadrupled its
growing capacity, doubled its revenue, and increased yields on each of its
crops. This year, Element Farms will break ground on the second
greenhouse on its property, a 115,000 square feet state-of-the-art facility
dedicated to growing baby spinach. Nationwide expansion will soon follow.

Current Headcount: 45 full-time employees

Element Farms Website
(https://www.element-farms.com)

Relationship Managers:
Micaela Lucero, Ankur Gulati, and Connie Chan
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For more information, please contact us at

contact@brventurefund.com

